Troubleshooting Guide: Auto Taper
SYMPTOM

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

It is difficult to fill the Automatic
Taper
Joint compound needs
to be thinned with
water

Add water to joint compound and mix
approximately 25 to 28 oz of water
per five gallons of joint compound.
Check manufacturer
recommendation for adding water to
joint compound.

Filler nozzle has dry
joint compound
obstructing the filler
tube

Soak filler tube in water then
carefully remove joint compound
obstruction from filler tube. Take care
not to damage the filler spring.

Pump screen
obstruction

Clean pump screen of any obstruction
to ensure the free flow of joint
compound through this screen

Gooseneck adaptor has
dry joint compound
inside

Remove joint compound and
thoroughly clean the gooseneck
adaptor.

Gate valve is not totally
in fill position

Move gate valve to the fill position

Pyramid blade is dull
and needs to be
replaced

Replace pyramid blade by loosening
blade cutter block with a flat head
screwdriver. Remove old blade and
insert new blade into the cutter
block. Tighten cutter block screw,
insert blade back into the taper head
to complete the blade change
process.

Gooser assembly has
joint compound and
tape obstruction

Release pyramid blade spring and
remove cutter block and blade from
the taper head, then remove
obstruction by inserting a thin metal
band into tape guide moving up and
down to remove obstruction. Reinsert
cutter block and blade and reset
cutter blade spring.

Control tube not pulled
back sufficiently during
cut

Control tube needs to be pulled all
the way back until the control tube
stops, then the tape cut is complete

Tape is not cut straight

Stop taper before cutting tape with
control tube, release control tube and
then advance the next piece of tape

Tape will not cut or jams when
cutting tape
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When advancing tape, gooser needle
rips center of tape
Gooser needle is
incorrectly set too far

Loosen gooser needle adjustment and
adjust needle to proper length where
the gooser needle slightly catches the
paper tape.

Gooser assembly/tape
guide has an
obstruction of semi-dry
joint compound or
small piece of tape.

Clean gooser assembly/tape guide
and lubricate with Ames Bazooka Oil.
Re-insert paper tape through tape
guide.

Gooser needle is
incorrectly set too far
out. Gooser needle is
worn and dull.

Adjust gooser needle to ensure good
tape advancement. Replace with new
gooser needle.

Gate valve is not
engaged

Engage gate valve into the run
position off of the push rod assembly.

Cable is broken or
disconnected from
cable drum or plunger
cup

Remove damaged cable , then
connect new cable to plunger cup,
insert cable into the taper tube , then
connect to the cable drum

Disengaging rod not
functioning or is not
cleaned or lubricated

Ensure the disengaging rod is pushed
into the position that allows drive
chain to operate. Keep lubricated
with Ames Bazooka Oil.

Taper is empty

Fill taper with ready mixed joint
compound.

Drive wheels not totally
in contact with the wall

Make sure drive wheels maintain
constant contact with the wall and
apply steady pressure on these
wheels.

Set screw inside drive
wheel is loose or
missing

Make sure screw holes are aligned
and tighten screw.

Tape will not advance when
operating control tube

No joint compound is flowing from
the auto taper
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Tape is dragging along the joint and
internal corner

Joint compound falls off of each side
of the tape and falls onto the floor
while taping ceiling joints

Tape guide has an
obstruction of joint
compound or tape

Clean with water to ensure tape is
freely feeding through tape guide and
head of the auto taper.

Joint compound is too
thick

Add water to joint compound and mix
approximately 25 to 28 oz of water
per five gallons of joint compound.
Check manufacturer
recommendation for adding water to
joint compound.

Too much creaser
wheel pressure

Slightly release pressure on creaser
wheel when moving along the
internal corner

Auto taper is slightly
twisted, therefore the
tape is not tracking
correctly and dragging
the tape

Ensure the drive wheels are on each
side of the corner and that the tool is
tracking straight as it moves along the
internal corner

Drive wheels are both
contacting the drywall
surface and excess joint
compound is coming
out on both sides of the
paper tape.

Operate both drive wheels for the
first six inches then tilt taper and use
only one drive wheel, along with the
creaser wheel, when operating tool
along ceiling joint.

Joint compound is too
thin

Add more joint compound to make
mixture thicker. Generally, mix
approximately 25 to 28 oz of water
per five gallons of joint compound.
Check manufacturer
recommendation for adding water to
joint compound.

Operator is cutting tape
too soon

Cut tape with control tube
approximately three inches from the
intersecting joint. Be sure to stop the
drive wheels totally before cutting
tape with control tube.

Tape is cut too short
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Tape is exiting the auto taper in the
wrong direction

Joint tape has been
improperly installed
into the tape guide.

Place tape into tape guide so that the
tape exits onto the drive wheels and
rolls over these wheels.

Operator is cutting tape
too long

Cut tape with control tube
approximately three inches from the
intersecting joint. Be sure to stop the
drive wheels totally before cutting
tape with control tube.

Tape is cut too long
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